Against a backdrop of the heightened security threats within superannuation,
GNGB has been busy across several areas in relation to information security
We were in the press this month! In case you missed it, Investor Daily covered
my comments at ASFA's Risk and Compliance Series regarding Cyber and the
COVID environment. Thank you to ASFA for hosting such an important and
timely discussion.
Welcome Mark Hudson. GNGB Security Committee is delighted to welcome
Mark as our Gateway Director representative. Mark also steps in as acting
Chair whilst we finalise changes to membership. Thank you to those who have
shown interest in the Advisory role to this Committee - we are still open for
expressions of interest until 31 May and we encourage all to apply.
2nd annual Cyber Security Incident Response test. We are busy planning
for this important event on June 25 with our partners Deloitte, testing the ability
of the STN to detect and respond to cyber incidents across the network. I'm
sure we will learn a lot from this simulated event, which we are conducting
remotely for the first time. I look forward to sharing the results with you.
CPS234 implementation. This issue and its attendant delays have attracted
some criticism in the industry recently due to the sharpened focus on third-party
vulnerabilities. Our upcoming incident response test may help to satisfy APRAregulated entity obligations to seek evidence of the periodic testing of incident
response plans by those parties. We are happy to assist with questions from
your clients or Funds regarding our planned simulation.
Review of STN information security requirements. We are finalising our

updates in line with relevant ISM controls, and streamlining the interaction with
the Gateway Standards framework. This work ensures continued improvement
and enables future applicability, and will be finalised by June 30 in readiness for
the planning of Gateway Operator audits.
GNGB is here to support Gateways and their clients. Please don’t hesitate to
contact us if we can assist in any way.
Warm regards,
Michelle

